Simile and metaphor Self Portrait

Create a self-portrait of yourself by using similes and metaphors. Use this sheet to brainstorm ideas, then write a paragraph describing yourself. Finally, draw a picture of yourself using the description.

I am a:

My eyes are:

My hair is as:

My nose is:

My cheeks are:

My mouth is like:

I am as __________ as a ______________.
I am a: Sponge
My eyes are: a sea
My hair is as: smooth as spaghetti
My nose is: a freckled orange, blemished and round
My cheeks are: snow covered fields, roses blossoming underneath
My mouth is like: an orange slice
I am as interesting as an epic novel.

Sample Paragraph

My name is Mrs. Mo, and I am a sponge, always sucking up as much knowledge and information as I can. I have once been told that my eyes are a sea, endlessly blue. Locks of gold, my hair is as smooth as spaghetti. Although my nose is small compared to my head, my nose is a freckled orange, blemished and round. Chubby and squishy, my cheeks are snow-covered fields, roses blossoming just beneath. Often turned in a smile, my mouth is like an orange slice. I am as interesting as an epic novel. I am Mrs. Mo!